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Scenes on the course were filmed at the Rolling Hills Golf Club in Davie, FL (currently Grande Oaks Golf Club), and the
dinner scene was shot at the Boca Raton Hotel and Club in -- you guessed it, Boca Raton, FL.

The trailer should help convince you: But in general, tourism has received a huge boost from the Netflix show.
And unlike some TV series set in Florida but mostly filmed elsewhere step forward, Dexterâ€¦ Bloodline
features real locations that fans can visit â€” which gave me the inspiration for this article. I spent countless
hours carrying out online research, poring over Google Maps and trying to obtain clues from pausing the
episode and searching satellite imagery for a match. I had to deal with incorrect information one blogger
confusing the Whistle Stop bar with the Ocean View pub â€” I mean really! Luck also played a part â€” there
were at least two places for which zero information was available online, but I found on Google Earth purely
by chance. And if you find any mistakes, please let me know. Places are obviously used many times in the
series and are only included the first time they appear. Most of the action takes place in Islamorada and nearby
parts of the Middle and Upper Keys. As you know I visited the area in January this year and I can also tell you
that I will be returning with my family at Christmas â€” at which time I will be attempting to visit each
location and any additional ones from the second season. And I will of course publish a guide to season two in
a couple of months once it has aired. I have included links to relevant articles on the site as well as to the
locations themselves where appropriate. Netflix obviously owns the rights to the series, images and video. I
have indicated the run times for each episode as well as the start time and time remaining for each scene.
These are as exact as possible and I included both markers because the Netflix app displays different
information depending on the device used â€” on the PC, Mac and iPad app I only see the time remaining,
whereas on the PlayStation 3 version I see the time elapsed. The show opens with a beautiful aerial shot of a
bus driving the Overseas Highway which runs all the way through the Florida Keys to Key West. No amount
of research revealed any clue about one of the most important scenes in Bloodline, but I found it by accident
on Google Earth. There is little evidence from this scene, but it will become clear laterâ€¦ Elapsed time: The
Rayburn House Location: Not only is the actual place real, it actually is a hotel. The bad news is that it is a
justifiably very expensive one. If you are feeling flush, you can stay at The Moorings Village and Spa where
rates start at USD a night and there is a minimum stay of 2 nights. If you really want the Bloodline experience
you can rent the entire two-storey house that served as the Rayburn family residence for the tidy sum of USD
per nightâ€¦ Alternatively, visit the beach bar at the resort which also featured in the show. Bus ticket booth
Location: It looks like this place was dressed by the set designers as Google Earth reveals it to be no more
than a plain shack.
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The Scene In The Florida Keys Florida's low-lying barrier islands are especially vulnerable to the storm's high winds and
storm surge.

Bebop drummer Robert Thomas, Jr. Saxophonist Archie Shepp was born in Fort Lauderdale. Trumpeter Fats
Navarro was born in Key West. Bassist, cellist, and composer Sam Jones was born in Jacksonville. Alto
saxophonist Cannonball Adderley , his brother cornet and trumpet player Nat Adderley , of Tampa, and tenor
saxophonist Junior Cook of Pensacola were active in the hard bop era. Multi-instrumentalist and composer
Gigi Gryce and blues and jazz singer and pianist Ida Goodson were also born in Pensacola. Doug Carn of St.
Augustine recorded several albums for Black Jazz Records in the early s. Trumpeter Pete Minger , a South
Carolina native, moved to Florida where he played with drummer William Peeples among others and studied
music at University of Miami after working with Count Basie in the s. Cuban jazz trumpeter, pianist, and
composer Arturo Sandoval has been active in Miami since Country[ edit ] Florida is the home of several
notable country musicians and musical acts. Country singer Mel Tillis d. His daughter Pam Tillis , also a
country music star, was born in nearby Plant City. The Bellamy Brothers , a duet act that hit number one on
the country charts several times before reaching 1 on the Billboard Hot chart with their cross-over hit " Let
Your Love Flow " in , also hail from Darby. Close friend Bobby Braddock , a member of the Country Music
Hall of Fame with multiple number ones to his credit, was born in Lakeland , in Polk County , and grew up in
nearby Auburndale. He was born in Tallahassee and grew up in Winter Haven. He had a central role in the
rock-and-roll scene of the s, being friends or collaborating on projects with notables from Mick Jagger to
Linda Ronstadt to Johnny "Guitar" Watson to the Kingston Trio. He tried to rescue Michelle Phillips by
helicopter from the mayhem at the Altamont Music Festival in One of his songs is included in Gimme Shelter
, a documentary about the events at Altamont. Still later he toured extensively with Emmylou Harris before his
death, at Jim Stafford , born in Eloise, grew up in Winter Haven , was a prominent country performer in the s.
Jake Owen had a No. Guitarist Tom Petty d. Most of the members of three bands he recorded with - The
Epics, The Heartbreakers , and Mudcrutch - were also from Florida, mainly from in and around Gainesville
and North Florida. Usually associated with what has become known as the new wave of popular alternative
music is Chris Carrabba and his band, Dashboard Confessional from Boca Raton. Dashboard had two No. The
band Shinedown was formed in Jacksonville , and their signature songs are considered to be " Second Chance
" and " Sound of Madness ". They had a No. Shinedown has had 12 1 songs on the Mainstream Rock Chart in
the 00s and 10s. The band Cold was formed in Jacksonville , and their signature song is considered to be "
Stupid Girl ". The band Matchbox 20 was formed in Orlando. They are known for the album Mad Season in It
peaked at 3 on the Billboard Matchbox 20 had 4 1 songs on the Adult Top 40 chart in the late 90s and early
00s. Southern rock[ edit ] Lynyrd Skynyrd , Jacksonville, had a No.
3: Scenes from Floridaâ€™s upset of No. 5 LSU, | Tampa Bay Times
Hurricane Michael made landfall with catastrophic winds becoming one of the worst storms the Panhandle has ever
faced. Power outages, flooding, and high winds caused major damage throughout.

4: Paintings of Florida Scenes by Lee G Smith
Shop for florida beach scenes art from the world's greatest living artists. All florida beach scenes artwork ships within 48
hours and includes a day money-back guarantee.

5: Florida Memory - Sunset scene in Florida
Scenes from Florida's upset of No. 5 LSU, Before a crowd mostly bedecked in blue, field position and fierce defense
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prevailed for the first three periods, before this grudge match segued.

6: Music of Florida - Wikipedia
Florida Print prices are listed at the bottom of the page. Click on for price and purchase of available originals.

7: NPR Choice page
Fort Lauderdale, FL $46, - $62, a year However, no substitution is allowed for the required one (1) year of crime scene
investigation work experience.

8: Home | Sarasota Scene Magazine
A man takes some tobacco products from a damaged store after hurricane Michael passed through the area on October
10, in Panama City, Florida.

9: Florida man crashes Lamborghini, flees scene in a Mercedes-Benz - Autoblog
This site features .jpg) pictures from Florida showing houses, landscapes, bridges, tropical plants as well as Florida
beach pictures and State Parks. It can help with your travel, vacation and real estate planning needs.
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